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The Gods rule creation.
The Pathfinders protect the cycle of the chosen.

The Gods find themselves without their precious artifacts and
thus the universe as we know it is in total chaos.

When a disabled US Marine, Mark J Nichols, on the Earth realm
discovers one of those artifacts, the Gods scramble their forces
to do all they can to protect him and their artifact. However,
an evil force has overtaken the Earth realm in protest and is
on the hunt for the same artifact to stop the Gods’ plan of the
Pathfinder and Chosen cycle.

The Gods believe Mark will become the first Pathfinder with the
return of their artifact. But this young Marine is facing a
different kind of his own chaos.

Can Mark escape his own chaos to extract the artifact before the
evil force does? Or will the Gods die along with creation if their
artifact isn’t returned?

The Gods know the universe is slowly destroying itself with all
the chaos happening on all five realms. Father Shevan, God of
all sees a vision that will bring restored order to the universe.
His vision includes arches that connect all the realms. This
vision also includes Pathfinders chosen to protect those who
will live among the Gods. He also sees an Ambassador for each
realm and a mighty army called the Sycamore. However without all
of their artifacts found, the universe is still in chaos.

Ten years from now, where drone planes watch the skies and many
different alien races have adapted to the Earth, the world ruler,
Bridget Black, has implemented a brand new government. This
government, which uses physical force and has taken away all
rights, was put into motion due to all the new races on the
planet.

Mark J. Nichols is a wounded, US Marine, who has an obsession
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to find the Code of Life and dreams of one day escaping his
current legal guardian, Luke Galati. When he discovers his new
fate, he plans his escape – but not before Luke has some final
harsh words for him. Mark knows he must free himself from Luke
in order to finish his mother’s research and put the world back
to the way it was by finding the code.

Mark escapes and finds himself amongst a hostile crowd at a
nearby bar. Being just a little shy, Mark tries to tell those
people he doesn’t want trouble. However, Chuck tells Mark about
how their world has changed. Mark has no choice but to try and
make these people his new friends if he is going to finish his
mother’s research.

Cast of Characters

Mark J. Nichols – Mark is a US Marine gunner and must figure out
the location of the Code of Life because he is the last purest
soul. However, he must overcome his darkened mind.

Theresa James – Mark’s older sister. She wants to regain custody
of her brother because she believes he is getting worse staying
with Luke Galati.

Luke Galati –Luke is the leader of the group called the Fifth
Septum that changed the world due to no one finding the Code of
Life. Luke wants Mark to figure out the location of the code so
only he can have it in order for the world to stay the way it
is now. He is very powerful and owns just about everything in
the Government.

Bridget Black – Earth’s new world ruler.

Gunnar Stranstone – An alien who has indigo skin, long stringy,
white hair, and deep blue eyes. He is from the realm of Dradon.
Gunnar has a unique power that allows him to see your life's
history. He is the leader of the Patriot Brigade. He must protect
Mark at all costs because Mark is his only hope in finding the
Code of Life that belongs to his Master.

The Arch Riders - An alien race that came to Earth ten years ago
looking for the Code of Life for their master known as Zentar.
The Arch Riders are a race of biological beings. They have
charcoal gray skin, olive shaped head. Some have tails. The tails
are black and sit right at the end of their backs. Their eyes
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are black with no pupils.

Selina – The Red Witch, Bridget's best friend, adopted sister.

Father Shevan – God of all.

Zypher – god of darkness, Father Shevan’s brother.

Seth - Father Shevan's first son, demi god.

Karri Whitecross - the Warrior Goddess.

Zachary Michalik – Seth’s younger brother, demi god.

Main Acts

Act I – In the beginning, the universe is in utter chaos. Father
Shevan, God of all, sees a vision. His vision will save the
universe from all this chaos. He calls a meeting and shows the
other gods what he dreams. He shows them all a map that contains
the five realms, which include Earth, Dradon, Zentara, Neptanian
and the Black Oren. Each realm, except the Black Oren is
connected by curved glass arches. Half way through each arch,
a midway guard will reside in a glass dome. These midway guards
will permit only those authorized to travel the universe. He also
dreams there will be Pathfinders to protect those chosen to live
among the Gods, an Ambassador for each realm and a mighty army
called the Sycamore. When one god opposes the vision, Father
Shevan becomes irate and banishes the god. The vision is put into
place shortly after. However, with their three artifacts still
missing, the universe is still chaos. Father Shevan now knows
their time is running out.

ACT II – Father Shevan and his son Seth are conversing about the
Pathfinders and who is going to watch them. Father Shevan knows
his first son is going to be ruler soon and that he must have
a clear mind. Father Shevan tells his son, if he wants to be ruler,
he will have to break it off with the Warrior Goddess, Karri.
Seth grows angry at his father for making him do this.

Act III – After learning his new fate in court that he must remain
with his wicked legal guardian, Mark attacks Luke for all he has
done to him. Awaiting his new fate after the attack, Mark is
lifeless. When the chaos settles in the courtroom, Mark must
remain with Luke because the judge knows, jail would do him more
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harm than good.

Act IV – Seth tells his girl, Karri, who is the Warrior Goddess,
that he must break it off with her. When KARRI learns that his
father is making him do this, Karri becomes irate at him. After
a short battle between them, Karri finally accepts the fact that
Seth will need to have a clear mind to become ruler and they
remain friends.

Act V – After Theresa drops her brother off at Luke’s and show
him the web cam on his laptop, Mark is confront by Luke and is
forced to make more meds before bed. Then Luke forces Mark on
the bed after Luke discovers Mark is trying to get evidence
against him. Luke ties Mark’s hands behind back and whips him
some more.

Act VI – Mark packs his Marine Corps bag, his laptop, his cane,
and his mother’s journal. He climbs out the window of Luke’s home.
When he lands safely on the ground he spots a drone plane in the
corner of the four acre lot. He uses his training and never gets
spotted. He hurries through the land and comes to a main road.
Finally arriving at a local bar he meets some people who do not
appreciate his kind. However, Mark makes friends with them.

Act VII – Seth is appointed to tell his brother, Zach that he
is must watch over Mathias from the Earth realm. Zach becomes
excited for his first mission that came down from his father.

Act VIII – With his new friends at his side, he learns that there
is a bounty on his head. He also learns that a new race, the Arch
Riders, have taken his sister. Mark must find her. Even though
he was told she pressed assault charges against him, he believes
those are false. He realizes it was Luke who pressed the charges
and forged his sister’s name. Mark finally figures out the
location of the code. It is on Attu Island in the Aleutian Islands
of Alaska.

Act IX – Mark is apprehended while telling the bartender, Charlie
Banks, everything that has happened in his life, especially
hearing the death of his parents on the phone and having his best
friend Chris wanting him to kill him. During the conversation
they hear that Bridget Black has arrived looking for Mark. Mark
argues with Charlie who tries to keep him in the office. Mark
wins and goes out to make a deal with Bridget.
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Act X – When Mark is arrested, he makes his demands. His sister
is to be released and she is to go with the Patriot Brigade. He
tells Bridget everyone he knows is to be left alone. They are
to be free again. He also tells them he must go with them to
extract the code.

Act XI – They fly to Attu Island where Mark extracts the code
with the help of two guards who also become his friends. After
going through three failures of getting the code, they hurry off
the mountain as it crumbles under them. Once down on solid ground
Luke is there with a gun to Mark’s face. Luke kills the two guards
Mark made friends with and demands the code. Mark tells Luke he
isn’t pure enough and it has to be delivered to its rightful owner
by someone pure.

Act XII – After finally locating and extracting the code, Mark
is caught and meets the new Queen, Selina. She sentences him to
life imprisonment because he will not give her the code. When
Mark is taken to his cell located on the Island of Attu in the
Aleutian Islands of Alaska, he escapes. He runs as fast as he
can to try and get off the Island. When he reaches the shore,
he becomes trapped. Queen Selina’s men are hot on his tail. Just
when he thinks he has lost all hope, a god appears to him in a
white cloak. This god asks him to either go with him or face
Selina’s men. Mark goes with the mysterious god and they both
vanish.


